ABSTRACT

Recommender systems have become a familiar part of our online experiences, suggesting movies to watch, music to listen to, and books to read, among other things. To make relevant suggestions, recommender systems need an accurate picture of our preferences and interests and sometimes even our friends and influencers. This information can be difficult to come by and expensive to source.

In this paper we describe a game-with-a-purpose designed to infer useful recommendation data as a side-effect of gameplay. The game is a simple, single-player matching game in which players attempt to match movies with their friends. It has been developed as a Facebook app and harnesses the social graph and likes of players as a source of game data. We describe the basic game mechanics and evaluate the utility of the recommendation knowledge that can be inferred from its gameplay as part of a live-user trial.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recommender systems have become a familiar part of our online experiences, suggesting products, items and services from our favourite online stores to entertainment and news sites. Today recommender systems have an influence on what we read, listen to, and watch. They often determine where we vacation and may even influence our choice of a mate.

To make good suggestions recommender systems use various types of information. Most rely on user preferences, such as item ratings [1]. Many take advantage of matrix factorisation methods to find hidden patterns within these preferences [19]. Others harness inter-user similarity to identify groups of like-minded users [7]. Some even leverage social network information to infer trust or influence relationships between users [11, 12, 27, 28]. The source of this information, and the ability to collect it at scale for many millions of users, has been the subject of much research within the recommender systems community. Many approaches have been considered, from using explicit feedback such as transaction histories to inferring interest from indirect signals such as read-times or sharing [17]. It is always interesting to consider novel ways to collect these types of data.

GWAPs (games-with-a-purpose) are casual computer games that are typically simple and fun to play. They are designed so that gameplay contributes to some secondary problem solving goal: e.g. the ESP Game invites pairs of players to guess words for a specific image [40]. Players gain points when they guess the same words and as many players compete on the same images their guesses contribute to a rich tag-based representation of the images. Similar games have been used to describe other forms of media such as audio and video [10, 22, 37] and more sophisticated GWAPs have been developed with other tasks in mind, from object segmentation [31] to protein folding [6].

The power of a GWAP stems from its ability to attract large numbers of players each of whom contributes some fragment of solution knowledge as part of a greater goal through their natural gameplay. GWAPs take advantage of tried and trusted game mechanics to offer players a gaming experience that is compelling and fun, often attracting large numbers of players to harness considerable collective intelligence. If GWAPs can be used for challenging tasks such as object recognition and protein folding might they also be used to help build better recommender systems?

This is the question that motivates our work. In particular, we will describe a GWAP designed to infer useful recommendation knowledge as a side-effect of gameplay. The paper builds on initial work presented in [3] which proposes a simple, single-player matching game in which players attempt to match movies with their friends. In this paper we describe how these matches can be used to infer the strength of relationships between users (an important source of knowledge for many recommender systems) as well as the likely level of interest a user will have in a particular movie (another key source of recommendation knowledge). The game has been developed as a Facebook app and harnesses the social graph and likes of players as a source of game data. In this paper we describe the basic game mechanics in detail and evaluate the utility of the recommendation knowledge that can be inferred from its gameplay as part of a live-user trial.

2. RELATED WORK

This work brings together ideas from the fields of recommender systems [1, 18, 29, 32, 34], crowdsourcing and human computation [4, 14], and games-with-a-purpose [2, 2, 2, 6, 36, 37, 39]. We focus in particular on classical recommender systems (such as collaborative filtering and content-based approaches) and games-with-a-purpose to ask whether useful recommender systems data might be crowdsourced as a by-product of casual gameplay. In fact, as we shall see, the idea of crowdsourcing recommendation knowledge is gaining momentum (see, for example, [9, 20, 21, 25]) and we will discuss some specific examples of how these ideas have been adopted by some in the recommender systems community.
2.1 Recommender Systems

Generally speaking there are two common approaches when it comes to building a recommender system. Both rely on the availability of user profiles but each uses different types of information in these profiles and generates recommendations in different ways.

The most well-known recommendation approach is collaborative filtering which can be traced back to early work by [30]. User profiles usually take the form of user ratings over some set of items. These ratings may be provided explicitly by the user (e.g. star ratings, likes, etc.) or they may be inferred from user behaviour (e.g. purchase actions, clicks, search histories etc.). Ratings may be binary (e.g. Facebook 'likes'), or they may be multi-valued (e.g. Amazon’s 5-point rating scale).

One common collaborative filtering approach is to use these ratings directly to identify users who are similar to the target user and then select highly rated items from their profiles as suggestions for the target user; this approach is known as user-based collaborative filtering; see [30]. The same ratings can be used to estimate item similarities (based on ratings correlations) to suggest the target user movies that are similar to those she has liked; so-called item-based collaborative filtering [33]. More recently, researchers have used matrix factorization and related ideas [19] to discover latent features within the ratings data as the basis for recommendation and prediction.

A second common recommendation approach is content-based recommendation; see [29,34]. Unlike collaborative filtering, content-based approaches rely on rich product descriptions; for example, a movie might be described in terms of its genre, actors, director, year or release etc. This data can be used to directly determine similarities between movies. Then, for a target user, recommendations can be produced by, for example, selecting and ranking items that are similar to those that the user has liked in the past.

Collaborative filtering and content-based methods have their pros and cons. The former benefits from large populations of active users, the latter from rich item descriptions. Content-based approaches can comfortably handle new items during recommendations whereas collaborative filtering approaches can only recommend new items once enough ratings have been obtained. Content-based approaches tend generate recommendations that are similar to each other and, as such, can offer limited recommendation diversity. Collaborative filtering are less susceptible to diversity issues but do tend to skew towards more popular items. However both approaches have been used to good effect and can be combined to create hybrid recommenders [5] to offer a best-of-both-worlds advantage.

For the purpose of this work we will focus on how a GWAP can be used to collect useful data about which users may be interested in which movies and how this data can be used to generate and rank recommendations, directly and indirectly. In due course, we will also compare these recommendations to those produced by more conventional collaborative filtering and content-based approaches.

2.2 Games-with-a-Purpose

Games-with-a-purpose are motivated by the observation that millions of people enjoy spending time playing games everyday and the tantalising prospect that it may be possible to turn some of this gameplay into solutions (or fragments of solutions) for challenging, large-scale, real-world problems. Many of these problems are classical problems such as image labeling or object recognition but others hint at the power of GWAPs to target some of life’s biggest challenges, from drug discovery and protein folding to climate change.

GWAPs often trace their origins to the work of Luis von Ahn [39]. The quintessential GWAP is the ESP Game mentioned in the introduction section of this paper [41]. The ESP Game is an image labelling game; or rather the gameplay date derived from the ESP Game can be used to label images. As already mentioned, it is a two-player game in which two (random) remote players (who do not know each other and cannot communicate) are presented with the same (input) image. The goal of the game is for each player to guess a label (output) the other player will give; this style of game is referred to as an output agreement model. Points are awarded, and a new image is presented, when one of the players types a label that matches a label already entered by the other player. Gameplay is enjoyable and addictive, as evidenced by the large number of players and significant investment in gameplay that the ESP Game was able to attract. And as a result of this gameplay it is possible to quickly generate high quality image labels; for example, if a label is frequently entered by players for the same image then it is a strong signal that this label is valid and important for the image. The ESP Game experimented with various features to improve gameplay and encourage the submission of alternative or unusual labels for images as well as popular labels.

Another example of a well-known GWAP is TagATune; see [24]. This time two random players receive inputs (music) that are known by the game, but not the players, to be the same or different. The players provide outputs (tags) describing what the hear so that their partner may be able to assess whether they are listing to the same tune or not. And they gain points if both players correctly determine whether they are listening to the same or a different (input) tune. Thus, this style of GWAP is referred to as an input agreement game; see also [23].

Yet a third style of game is exemplified by Peekaboom [43], this time for locating objects in images. It is an example of the so-called inversion-problem model of GWAP. In Peekaboom one player ("Peek") attempts to guess the word associated with the image that is being slowly revealed by the other player ("Boom"). Boom can gradually reveal the image in 20-pixel regions and indicate to Peek whether the guesses are "hot" or "cold". If Peek guesses correctly both players receive a score. When this happens the game has generated not just an object label but information about where in the image the labeled object is located, since Boom is motivated to reveal that part of the image that goes with a particular label. The game once again proved popular and playable, attracting large numbers of players and generating significant object label data. Intriguingly, the output of the ESP Game can be used as the image labels to drive Peekaboom.

Over the last few years GWAPs have been proposed for a wide range of tasks, from improving image search [2] to protein folding [6] to large scale urban image acquisition [36]. In this paper we are especially interested in the idea that a GWAP might be a useful way to crowdsource user preferences and other forms of recommendation knowledge. This idea is not new per se, at least in the sense that GWAPs have in the past been used to elicit user preference information. Perhaps the best known example of this is the Matchin game [13] which attempts to learn image preference information by asking two randomly chosen players, "which of these two images do you think your partner prefers?" If both players agree on the same image, they both obtain points, whereas if they click on different images, neither of them receives points; it’s another output agreement game. The game, although simple, has proven to be enjoyable, attracting tens of thousands of players and gathering millions of preference judgements. The work of [13] compares several techniques for combining these judgments between pairs of images and presents a novel algorithm for recommending unseen images to a target user based on their past judge-
ments. In addition, and as an aside, they go on to show how merely observing user preferences on a specially chosen set of images can accurately predict a user’s gender.

2.3 On Crowdsourcing and GWAPs for Recommender Systems

The work of [13] provides an early example of an intriguing link between GWAPs, human computation, crowdsourcing and recommender systems. In the meantime the recommender systems community has grown increasingly aware of, and interested in, such approaches, as evidenced by a series of annual workshops on Crowdsourcing & Human Computation for Recommender Systems 1.

For example, the work of [21] considers the sparsity problem in collaborative filtering, by appealing to the crowd as a source of additional information. By using reciprocal recommendations to identify not only items that are suited to users, but also users that are suited to items, they propose that it is possible to create an incentivization for users to contribute information on items. Users are motivated to contribute because the recommender system matches them with items that they find fun and interesting to comment on, review or interact with. The expected result: reduced information sparsity for an overall improvement of recommendations; see also the work of [25] for related ideas.

Felfernig et al. [9] describe how crowdsourcing ideas can be used to address some of the knowledge acquisition and engineering bottlenecks that come with some recommender systems. The authors focus on constraint-based recommenders which harness complex constraint sets that are difficult to acquire. They translate this complex task into a simpler set of micro-tasks (e.g., input an item, or validate an item against a set of characteristics) that are amenable to human computation and crowdsourcing. The crowdsourced data is then automatically converted into a richer set of constraints for the purpose of recommendation and reasoning.

On the matter of GWAPs and recommender systems one notable piece of related work describes the Curator system, a game-with-a-purpose for recommending collections of items that go together [44]. The authors present a class of GWAP for building collections where users create collections; in this case clothing or accessory collections. Players are awarded points based on the collections that match, using an output agreement model. The data from these games helps researchers to develop guidelines for collection recommender systems by, for example, noting items that are frequently collected together versus those similar items that are rarely part of the same collection.

3. THE RECOMMENDATION GAME

Our game is a simple Facebook app based around the idea of a player matching movies with their friends. Facebook was a natural platform choice, not just because of its popularity, but also because it provides access to a user’s social graph (specifically the player’s friends) and unary preference information (in the form Facebook likes). We will focus on movies here but of course there is no reason why a similar approach could not be used for other types of items or content such as books, music, TV shows, brands, etc. In this section we will summarise the basic architecture and game mechanics, as well as the data produced during gameplay, before detailing how this data can be used in a recommendation context.

3.1 Game Architecture

The overall system architecture is summarised in Figure 1. There are two sides to the system: the game engine and the recommendation engine. The former is responsible for managing gameplay and collecting relevant (recommendation) data as a side effect of gameplay; we will focus on this in what follows. The latter is responsible for using gameplay data to generate recommendations and we will focus on this aspect in the next section.

The system draws on two external sources of data. As mentioned previously, Facebook provides access to important user data. This includes information about a user’s friends (Friends(u)) and their avatars, which are needed by the game engine as game targets. It also includes information about movie likes, that is movies that a user has explicitly liked on Facebook (Likes(u)). The likes of a player’s friends represents one source of movies for the game.

The second source of movie data is provided by Rotten Tomatoes 2, a popular movie review site. It is used as source of movie poster graphics to represent the movies during gameplay. But it also used as an additional source of movies for gameplay (popular movies are mixed with the likes of friends during a typical game).

These sources of data, and the data generated by gameplay itself, are used to populate three data-stores of user (friends and likes), movie (posters and popular titles), and game data (matches and interests) as shown.

3.2 Basic Gameplay

Gameplay is designed to be simple but enjoyable. An example screenshot of the game in action is shown in Figure 2. During each game the player p is presented with a set of friend avatars (f1, ..., fn) at the bottom of the game arena as shown; currently n = 5 friends are selected randomly from Friends(p). In addition a set of movies (m1, ..., mk) are chosen from the likes of these friends and including a mixture of popular movies from Rotten Tomatoes; k = 18 movies are currently chosen.

The objective of the game is for p to match movies with friends, on the basis that she believes a friend will like a particular movie. Player p does this by dragging and dropping a movie poster onto a friend’s avatar. We refer to this as a match and use match(p, m, f) to indicate that player p has matched movie m with friend f. The set of matches that make up a given game is denoted by Matches(p) as shown in Equation 1.

\[ \text{Matches}(p) = \bigcup_{f \in \text{Friends}(p)} \{(p, m, f) : \text{match}(p, m, f)\} \]  

To make the game more challenging, the movie posters follow different trajectories across the screen, becoming more erratic as the game progresses. The player has a limited time to make as many matches as they can. Each match is rewarded with a graphical and audible flourish (the friend’s avatar explodes in a fountain of popcorn) and the player receives a variable score. We will discuss scoring shortly but first it is useful to describe the two different forms of recommendation data that can be derived from these matches.

3.3 From Matches to Recommendation Data

For a given match we either know that f likes m (m ∈ Likes(f)), which we refer to as a known match, or we have no such knowledge (m ∉ Likes(f)), in which case it is an unknown match. In either case, we can infer useful recommendation data as follows.

In the case of a known match we learn something about p’s understanding of f’s (movie) interests. Intuitively, if p produces a lot of known matches for some friend f then it suggests that p knows f’s interests well because their intuitions are, in some sense, con-

---

1http://crowdrecworkshop.org/

2see http://www.rottentomatoes.com
confirmed by f’s own Facebook likes. We can estimate knows(p, f)
as the proportion of known matches (KnownMatches(p, m, f)) that p generates for f relative to all matches p generates for f (FriendMatches(p, m, f)); see Equations 2 – 4.

\[ \text{FriendMatches}(p, f) = \{(p, m, f^*) \in \text{Matches}(p) : f = f^*\} \]  

\[ \text{KnownMatches}(p, f) = \{(p, m, f) \in \text{FriendMatches}(p, f) : m \in \text{Likes}(f)\} \]  

\[ \text{knows}(p, f) = \frac{|\text{KnownMatches}(p, f)|}{|\text{FriendMatches}(p, f)|} \]  

As for unknown matches, even when we have no information about f’s interest in m (m \notin \text{Likes}(f)) this does not mean it is a poor match; remember Likes(f) is not exhaustive and so there may be many movies that f likes but that are missing from her Facebook data. The fact that p assigns the match suggests that p thinks f will be interested in m. This establishes m as a potential (novel) recommendation candidate for f in the future. If other players also match m with f then this strengthens the possible relevance of m to f. Equation 5 captures this idea as an interest score based on the number of players who have matched m with f, and how well they know f; their tie strengths with f.

\[ \text{interest}(m, f) = \sum_{\forall p: \text{match}(p, m, f) \land m \notin \text{Likes}(f)} \text{knows}(p, f) \]  

Thus, using these two types of matching data (known and unknown matches) we derive relationship information from known matches and we can use this information to weight the plausibility of novel recommendation candidates derived from unknown matches. Later we will describe how this information can be used in a number of different recommendation strategies, but first let us return to the scoring element of gameplay.

### 3.4 Scoring

Scoring is an important element of game mechanics and, in particular, how a player’s score changes provides important feedback and an incentive to play. Scoring is more nuanced that might first appear. We want to encourage the player to make many matches — more matches mean more recommendation data — but we also want to reward useful matches and novel recommendation data. Intuitively we should reward p when she correctly matches m with f; that is when m \in Likes(f). These matches are known to be correct in the sense that m is already known to be liked by f. But what about if m is not known to be liked by f? Such a match can still
be a useful source of recommendation data because it can suggest a new movie for recommendation to $f$.

Our scoring metric should give credit for both types of matches, known and unknown. For example, in this work we use Equation 6. In this case $\alpha$ can be used to adjust the relative weight given to known versus unknown matches (in this work, for simplicity, we set $\alpha = 0.5$). The score for unknown matches is inversely proportional to the number of times the same match has been generated by other players in the past ($\text{PastMatches}(m, f)$).

Equation 6 returns a score up to 10 for each match. For example, if $p$ matches $m$ with $f$, such that $m \in \text{Likes}(f)$, and 3 other players have made the same match before, then $p$ will receive a score $6.25 (= 10 \cdot (0.5 \cdot 1 + 0.5/4))$. If, on the other hand, $m \notin \text{Likes}(f)$ and $p$ is the first to make such a match then $p$ receives a score of $5 (= 10 \cdot (0 + 0.5/1))$.

$$\text{score}(p, m, f) = 10 \cdot \left( \alpha \cdot 1[m \in \text{Likes}(f)] + \frac{1 - \alpha}{1 + \text{PastMatches}(m, f)} \right)$$

(6)

Obviously there are many possible variations on this scoring metric that could (and should) be tested in the future. For example, in the metric above the score given to unknown matches is inversely proportional to how often the same matches have been made in the past; this was decided on the grounds that the most recent match is not producing a new potential recommendation candidate but rather validating an existing one. It could be argued that the unknown match score should be directly proportional to the number of past matches on the grounds that more past matches suggest a higher likelihood that $m$ will turn out to be a good candidate for $f$. It would be straightforward to implement this but for reasons of space we have left this as a matter for future work.

4. RECOMMENDATIONS STRATEGIES

So far we have described the type of recommendation data that can be produced as a side effect of gameplay, which includes user-user relationship information (tie strength from known matches) and novel recommendation candidates (based on unknown matches). In this section we discuss how these data can be used in an actual recommendation system. In fact we describe 3 different strategies, two using gameplay data in complementary ways, and a third that uses a purely content-based approach for the purpose of comparison. These strategies are, by design, simple and straightforward. They reflect fairly conventional approaches to recommendation rather than the current state of the art in recommender systems. Remember the aim is not to develop new recommendation techniques per se but rather to gain an understanding of the value of the gameplay data as part of such conventional recommendation techniques. If gameplay data proves to be successful in simple recommendation setups then we can be optimistic that it may prove similarly useful in more sophisticated recommendation settings. Given this, the best way to proceed is to start with the simplest possible recommendation strategies. We present each strategy in terms of...
how recommendation candidates are selected and then ranked for some target user \( u_t \).

### 4.1 Crowdsourced Recommendations (CS)

First we adopt an approach that is based purely on crowdsourced (gameplay) data to both generate and rank candidate recommendation items. The candidates are novel movies (that is, unknown to \( u_t \)) that were matched with \( u_t \) by a player-friend during regular gameplay; see Equation 7. These candidates are movies that \( u_t \) should like according to her friends.

\[
CS\_Candidates(u_t) = \bigcup_{\forall p \in \text{Friends}(u_t)} \{ m : \text{match}(p, m, u_t) \land m \notin \text{Likes}(u_t) \} \tag{7}
\]

Next, these candidates are ranked by decreasing interest(\( m, u_t \)), as per Equation 5. In this way movies that are frequently matched with \( u_t \) by many friends who know \( u_t \)'s tastes well will be ranked higher than movies less often matched with \( u_t \) by players less familiar with \( u_t \).

### 4.2 Collaborative Filtering Recommendations (CF)

Next we implement a version of classical collaborative filtering [18,32] by choosing movies from the profiles (likes) of \( u_t \)'s friends as recommendation candidates; see Equation 8. The idea here is to select movies liked by friends of \( u_t \) but that are not (yet) liked by \( u_t \) under the collaborative filtering assumption that friends (similar users) are likely to like many of the same movies.

\[
CF\_Candidates(u_t) = \bigcup_{\forall f \in \text{Friends}(u_t)} \text{Likes}(f) - \text{Likes}(u_t) \tag{8}
\]

Collaborative filtering typically ranks such recommendation candidates based on the similarity between \( u_t \) and the friends or neighbours from where the items originate; movies liked by a more similar user to \( u_t \) are more likely to be liked by \( u_t \). User similarity is usually based on some form of ratings correlation in traditional collaborative filtering approaches. Here we instead use the knows(\( f, u_t \)) data, which estimates how well \( f \) knows \( u_t \), as a proxy for this user-user similarity. We score each candidate recommendation according to the sum of the knows score between its source user and \( u_t \). In other words we again rank candidates in decreasing order of interest(\( m, u_t \)). Thus, the \( CS \) and the \( CF \) techniques differ primarily in the source of the candidates (gameplay vs. profiles, respectively).

### 4.3 Content-based Recommendations (CB)

Finally, as a convenient and complementary content-based recommendation strategy [29,34] we use the Rotten Tomatoes API call, movie_similar(\( m \)), which returns a set of 5 movies similar to a given \( m \), based on a variety of meta-data features. In this case we use \( u_t \)'s likes as seed movies and retrieve the Rotten Tomatoes similar movies for each of these likes. Then the candidate movies for \( u_t \) are the concatenation (\( \oplus \)) of all of these Rotten Tomatoes movies returned; see Equation 9.

\[
CB\_Candidates(u_t) = \bigoplus_{m \in \text{Likes}(u_t)} \text{movie\_similar}(m) \tag{9}
\]

Content-based recommendations are selected from these candidates at random. Note, \( CB\_Candidates(u_t) \) may contain duplicates if the same movies are returned by Rotten Tomatoes for different profile/seed movies. Hence this random selection process will tend to select movies that are more frequently represented in the candidate list. This makes sense as it effectively gives priority to those movies that are considered similar to many movies in \( u_t \)'s profile thereby reflecting common themes within a user’s profile.

This strategy obviously does not make use of any gameplay data. It is included as a useful benchmark for comparison against the previous strategies which both do make use of gameplay data to a greater or lesser degree.

### 5. EVALUATION

The primary aim of this work is to explore the potential for GWAPs to produce useful recommendation data. To this end the key objective in this section is to evaluate the potential utility of the recommendation data that is produced from our movie matching game. We describe a small pilot study involving 3 different groups of users. The users in each group play the game and then participate in a recommendation test to provide direct feedback on the relevance of a set of movie recommendations based on the above recommendation strategies.

#### 5.1 Setup & Method

The pilot study involved 27 participants made up of a mixture of young (approx. 18 - 30 years old) male and females, both undergraduate and postgraduate students at our institution. The participants were made up of 3 groups of 15 (Group 1), 6 (Group 2), and 6 (Group 3). Groups 1 and 2 were sets of close mutual friends; in other words they could be expected to know each other’s movie tastes well. In contrast Group 3 was made up of people who did not know each other’s movie tastes well, if at all; thus Group 3 served as a useful control when it came to understanding the influence of relationship strength on the recommendation outcome.

Each group of users acted as both players and friends for the purpose of evaluation. In other words, each participant played the recommendation game, participated in the follow-up recommendation test, and their profiles also served as friends in the games of other players. For each participant we had access to their movie likes from Facebook.

The pilot study took place in two phases. Phase 1 focused on collecting recommendation data by asking users to play the game. The data collected in Phase 1 was then used in Phase 2 to generate recommendations for each of the users. We tested our 3 different recommendation strategies and users were asked to rate the resulting recommendations as satisfactory or not.

#### 5.2 Phase 1 - Testing Gameplay

During the first part of the evaluation each user was provided with a link to the game and asked to play it a few times. During each game they were presented with a random subset of 5 friends and 18 movies. These 18 movies were made up of a mixture of movies drawn from the likes of their friends and the most popular movies on Rotten Tomatoes. This ensured a mix of movies as potential known and unknown matches.

On average participants played 11 games each and during these games they matched more than 11 movies per player per game; just over 3 of these matches were known to be correct on average. Table 1 summarises key gameplay statistics on a group by group basis and on average overall (per participant).

In terms of the generation of potential recommendation data this means that, during a typical game, the average player suggested about 8 movies as candidate recommendations; movies that were not already known to be liked by the matched friends. During
Table 1: Gameplay statistics per group and overall per player.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gameplay Stats</th>
<th>G1</th>
<th>G2</th>
<th>G3</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Members/Group</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movies/Profile</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>16.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Games/Player</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matches/Game/Player</td>
<td>10.85</td>
<td>11.03</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>11.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Known/Game/Player</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

these same games players correctly matched 3 movies per game with friends, which contributed the evaluation of how well a player was likely to know these friends. Thus during a typical gaming session (an average of 11 games per player) this gameplay data quickly builds to provide a detailed source of recommendation data.

5.3 Phase 2 - Evaluating Recommendations

The data collected in Phase 1 was used in Phase 2 to generate recommendations for each of the 27 participants. In each case we generated 6 ranked recommendations from each of the 3 different recommendation strategies and we asked each participant to rate all 18 recommendations as either satisfactory or unsatisfactory; that is, a simple binary rating. When producing these recommendation lists we were careful to randomise the interleaving order of recommendations from each of the strategies to ensure that there was no positional bias.

5.4 Results & Discussion

The results are presented in Figure 3 as a bar chart showing the satisfaction feedback for each of the 3 groups (Groups 1 - 3) of participants and for each of the 3 recommendation techniques (CS, CF, and CB). In each case the percentage satisfaction value is the percentage of recommendations generated by a given algorithm that enjoyed a positive satisfactory rating; so a satisfaction score of 70% for some algorithm means that 70% of the recommendations produced by that algorithm were rated as satisfactory by the participants.

We can see that the CF and CB strategies tend to produce similar satisfaction scores of between 70% - 80% across the 3 groups. However a very different result is evident for the CS strategy, which relies wholly on gameplay data. In this case we can see that the recommendations produced for Group 1 and 2 participants (those with strong social connections) enjoy much higher satisfaction scores, in both cases approximately 94%. Interestingly we see that this increased satisfaction level is not maintained by CS for Group 3. The Group 3 satisfaction scores average only 76% for CS, comparable with those for CF and CB, most likely because, unlike Groups 1 and 2, Group 3 participants are not close friends and so do not know each others movie tastes well. As a result Group 3 users should find it more difficult generate good matches for their ‘friends’ in the game thereby limiting the recommendation data that is produced as a result.

Another part of the explanation for the low diversity scores for CS (compared with CF) is likely to be that gameplay data skews towards popular movies. Players recognise the icons/posters of popular more readily and naturally gravitate towards these during gameplay. As a result players will tend to focus on a more limited set of movies, hence the lower diversity score at recommendation time. Moreover, because these movies are popular they may also be easier to match with friends and there will be a greater likelihood that they will be liked, hence the improved satisfaction scores.

It is a matter for future work to consider this relationship between satisfaction and diversity further. It may be possible to guide gameplay towards more novel items by manipulating the size and speed of items according to the item popularity. For example, perhaps unusual movies could be presented with a larger icon and/or

![Figure 3: Recommendation satisfaction scores by group and by recommendation strategy.](image1)
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a slower trajectory, making them more attractive gameplay targets; scoring could also be adapted with respect to inverse item popularity to incentivize this type of behaviour.

6. DISCUSSION

The recommendation game, as described, is of course just one example of how we might use a GWAP to generate the type of data that can be useful in recommender systems. It is certainly interesting to consider alternative game styles as additional opportunities to generate useful recommendation data, perhaps for different types of recommendation tasks.

A similar type of matching game might be considered to generate the type of data that a group recommender systems might find useful; see [16]. Normally, group recommender systems assume a fixed group and the task is to identify items that will satisfy the group as a whole. An alternative formulation might be to start with an item and identify a group of users who will like the item. Indeed this format might be better adapted to group recommendation tasks such as matching movies with friends because rather than make compromises by selecting a movie for a fixed set of friends it may be better to identify a suitable set of friends for a given movie. With this in mind one could imagine a similar matching game to that presented in this paper but where friends are floating across the game arena and the task of the player is to match these friends with one of a fixed set of movies currently on release. In this way gameplay will associate groups of friends with movies. And if there is a tendency for players to associate the same (or similar) groups of friends with a movie then we can gain valuable information about the type of groups that are likely to enjoy that movie.

Another game mechanic can be borrowed from simple “snap” style games. For example, it is easy to envisage a two-player game in which each player is presented with the same friend-movie pairing. The task of each player is to quickly indicate whether the pairing is good or bad (indicating that the friend will like the movie or not, respectively). If both players agree then they both receive a score (perhaps with the fastest player receiving a bonus). If they disagree they get no score. In this way, player-agreement determines which pairings are likely to be good ones. This same game mechanic can be used to validate movie-movie pairings to obtain item-item similarity data for example.

These are just two simple examples of further GWAPs that we intend to evaluate. The trick will be to find compelling game mechanics that can be used as the basis for collecting useful recommendation data at scale. If the game is fun and addicting then it has the potential to attract large numbers of users and generate huge amounts of valuable recommendation data. Even in our small scale user study it was interesting to see that participants appeared willing to play multiple games with each game generating multiple pieces of recommendation data. For example on average each participant played an average of just over 11 games and generated about 8 new recommendation candidates. That makes for a total of 88 new recommendation candidates generated per participant. This level of recommendation data would be challenging to solicit using more traditional survey-based techniques.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The main purpose of this paper is to explore the use of a GWAP to collect recommendation data and user preferences as a side effect of casual gameplay. This is interesting because, if successful, this crowdsourcing approach has the potential to deliver preference data at scale; there are many examples of GWAPs that attract large communities of highly engaged users [42]. We have implemented and tested a simple movie matching game and described the recommendation data that we can collect from its gameplay. These data can be used in a recommendation context and we have demonstrated its potential as part of a live-user trial.

Obviously the work in this paper is limited in many ways. The developed system is a working prototype and the small scale of our evaluation is just a first step to explore the potential role of GWAPs in recommender systems. Nevertheless we believe it serves to highlight the potential for new ways to think about recommendation data and recommender systems while contributing to a growing interest in the role of crowdsourcing in recommender systems and personalization research.

Our attention in this paper has been on the movie domain, a classical recommendation domain. Of course the approach is not limited to this specific domain, and it is likely that similar techniques can be used for other types of content such as music, TV shows, brands etc. In addition, our focus has been on deriving specific types of recommendation data, preference data and user similarity data. It will be interesting to consider whether related approaches can be used to source other forms of recommendation data such as item similarities [33], trust or reputation data [11, 26, 27], or even opinion sentiment [8] and explanations [2].

Obviously we have focused on a simple, single-player matching game and there are a great many opportunities to explore more sophisticated game mechanics. For example, our current work is exploring multi-player game designs for group recommendation tasks. Adding additional players provides an opportunity to further scale-up the generation of useful data via multi-party validation. It also introduces new game dynamics including strategic gameplay elements that have the potential to provide for a more long-lasting gaming experience.
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